
June 30-July 4, 2020

Students Staff Families Comments from family respondents
Pulse 1 Pulse 2 Pulse 1 Pulse 2 Pulse 1 Pulse 2

Hallways or large rooms where there are 
a lot of people 60% 56% Students won't keep 6 foot social distance 90% 86% Students won't keep 6 foot social distance 67% 75%

Students won't keep 6 foot social distance 58% 55% Not enough personal protective 
equipment for students 81% 72% Hallways or large rooms where there are a 

lot of people 62% 65%

There is no vaccine 58% 45% Large spaces where there are a lot of 
people can't  be controlled 79% 62% There is no vaccine 55% 64%

There is no plan of what to do if there is a 
COVID-19 outbreak 56% 48% There is no vaccine 79% 72% Not enough personal protective equipment 

for students 48% 57%

School building will not be kept clean 52% 48% There is no plan of what to do if there is a 
COVID-19 outbreak 70% 63% There is no plan of what to do if there is a 

COVID-19 outbreak 47% 56%

Not enough personal protective 
equipment for students 48% 50% Not enough personal protective 

equipment (masks, gloves, etc.) for adults 68% 69% Not enough personal protective equipment 
(masks, gloves, etc.) for adults 43% 56%

Bus to and from school will not be 
sanitized 48% 45% Cleaning supplies will not be available for 

everyone 67% 61% School building will not be kept sanitized 43% 51%

There are not enough places to wash 
hands 47% 34% Not enough personal protective 

equipment for visitors 66% 69% Bus to and from school will not be 
sanitized 42% 47%

Cleaning supplies will not be in 
classrooms for students to use 47% 36% There are not enough places to wash 

hands 62% 52% Cleaning supplies will not be in classrooms 
for students to use 42% 42%

I won't be able to socialize with my friend 
group 47% 51% Adults won't keep 6 foot social distance 59% 46% My student(s)  won't be able to socialize 

with friend group 42% 48%

2020 Fall Planning: Pulse Survey Results 

Stakeholder concerns

c

GAMBLING IS FOR CASINOS NOT SCHOOLS. 
ZOOM UNTIL VACCINE!!

Amid planning to reopen buildings there has 
not been enough planning to make distance 

learning robust and engaging.

Fall 2020 Planning Pulse Survey Results
July 20-27 Window #2

Students = 157
Staff=2,804

Family=8,409

Because of these concerns, we're looking for 
online-only instruction.

...concerned about kids wearing masks, 
ridiculous!! Open the schools!!! This fear 

pandemic needs to end!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Worried about the impact of distance learning. 
It seems impossible for a kindergartner to 

benefit from online learning

2 days a week is enough to get sick but not 
enough for parents to work ft or kids to really 

learn
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Students Staff Families

Pulse 1 Pulse 2 Pulse 1 Pulse 2 Pulse 1 Pulse 2

Carry and use hand sanitizer 73% 68% Carry and use hand sanitizer 86% 82% Carry and use hand sanitizer 84% 84%

Cover cough/sneeze  with tissue/arm 91% 78% Cover cough/sneeze  with tissue/arm 98% 94% Cover cough/sneeze  with tissue/arm 94% 92%
Do not touch my eyes/nose or mouth with 
unwashed hands 74% 64% Do not touch my eyes/nose or mouth with 

unwashed hands 87% 77% Do not touch my eyes/nose or mouth with 
unwashed hands 80% 77%

Self-quarantine if I feel sick 83% 53% Self-quarantine if I feel sick 96% 74% Limit time in public -- 87%

Take my temperature 43% 27% Take my temperature 46% 30% Sanitize environment -- 69%

Wash hands frequently 90% 85% Wash hands frequently 98% 95% Self-quarantine if I feel sick 81% 76%

Limit time in public -- 69% Limit time in public -- 89% Social distance -- 91%

Sanitize environment -- 54% Sanitize environment -- 72% Take my temperature 44% 37%

Social distance -- 73% Social distance -- 94% Wash hands frequently 95% 93%

Wear a mask 86% 88% Wear a mask 95% 95% Wear a mask 94% 94%

Wear gloves 40% 29% Wear gloves 31% 25% Wear gloves 28% 28%

Other 7% -- Other 7% -- Other 7% --
Minimal Disease by PictureWindow is licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0 Stop the Virus Outline by  LAFS licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0

Virus by Komkrit Noenpoempist is licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0 Coronavirus-glyph by Becris is licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0  

Daily practices to reduce the spread of COVID-19

The percentage of families that said they would enroll in full-
time distance learning increased noticeably; the percentage of 
families indicating they are undecided and would not enroll in 

full-time distance learning decreased.

Distance learning preference

Fall 2020 Planning Pulse Survey Results
July 20-27 Window #2

Students = 157
Staff=2,804

Family=6,792

undecided

would enroll

would not enroll
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